AGENDA

1 Present: David & Ruby Elkins, Michelle Booth, Barbara Evans, Leanne Bradshaw, Kerrie Barnes, Lisa Jackson, EDE, DFO, TSI, MCH, SDE, SDA.
2 Apologies: Mary Christopoulos, Kathleen Jungfer.
3 Yr 6 Parent Info Nights: Thanked Leanne for her contributions to the nights. Parents were happy with format and space used. Concerned a few issues were repetitive.
4 College uniform review: The group supplying uniforms have had meetings with TSI/MCH and are aware all uniforms must be available at all times to allow College to instil Uniform policy. Question raised about having a class set of white laboratory coats for Science/Art so parents don’t have as big an issue with cleaning.
5 ABCN: Owens Illinois (Glass manufacturer located in Spotswood) – A Community Partnership has been developed to mentor 10 students and involve them in a literacy program called ‘RISE’. 5 students from VCAL, 5 students from ESL. Owens Illinois will fund entire program and transfer students to and from plant. Presentations/morning teas will occur for all students involved. Students have been selected and are extremely excited for the program.
6 Large School Term Planner: Question raised will parents receive a large planner for 2011. Parents won’t at this stage. Suggestion for remainder of year a term planner be included in each newsletter. Possible parent project for future to prepare and organise term planner each year and have planner designed and prepared by Parents & Friends Association.
7 Media Coverage: Copperfield College has been receiving some great media coverage over the past 6-10 weeks showing what excellent work is being done in classes.
8 General Business: Question raised about direction of Parents & Friends Association. Agenda items for next meeting to be:
   - Where to now??
   - What is the focus for the remainder of the year??
   - Diary use in classes?? How can they be used more effectively by staff/student/parent
   - All parents involved thinking of possible projects/ideas for 2011 and beyond.

Thanking you,

Stuart Dale & staff of Copperfield College.